
Put domes on the hearing aids

PICK A PAIR
Closed Domes =  
more amplification 

Open Domes =  
more outside sound

We recommend starting 
with the SMALL size.

Put the hearing aids on

Left is blue

Right is red

1 2 Set up the keychain remote
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For this step, make sure you have your hearing aids on.

Put the power switch on 
the side of the remote in 
the ON position.

Press the  button on 
the back of the remote 
to start pairing with the 
hearing aids.

The L and R indicators 
flash quickly during the 
pairing procedure. They 
flash slowly when the 
remote and hearing aids 
are connected.

Press and hold the P button 
on the front of the remote until 
your hearing aids beep. This 
makes sure your hearing aid 
settings are in sync with each 
other.

Note: For maximum 
battery life between 
charges, turn the remote 
off when you take 
off the hearing aids. 
Repeat the remote 
setup steps when you 
turn the remote back 
on.

Choose a preset program
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     1 Beep Standard
     2 Beeps Restaurant
     3 Beeps Outdoors
     4 Beeps Music
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The hearing aids have four preset programs that customize 
amplification for different environments. Press the P button 
on the remote to change presets. Your hearing aids will 
beep to tell you which preset you’re using.

IMPORTANT: If you notice that your hearing aids are out 
of sync with each other—for example, if one beeps 2 times 
and the other beeps 3 when you change presets—press 
and hold the P button on the remote until the hearing 
aids beep. This puts them back in sync with each other, in 
preset 1.

Place the body 
of the hearing 
aid behind your 
ear.

Bend the tube 
so that the dome 
rests comfortably 
in the entrance to 
your ear canal.

Push the dome 
into your ear 
so that it seals 
the entrance. 
If it doesn’t, 
the hearing aid 
might squeal 
or whistle. 

Hold the end of the hearing 
aid’s tube. Push the dome onto 
the hearing aid’s stem until it 
feels securely in place. 

Pull gently on the dome to 
make sure it’s secure



OTC Hearing Aid

Quick 
Start 
Guide

Welcome to the easiest OTC hearing aid to 
operate! All the controls you need, right at your 
fingertips. No App! No reaching for your ears! Just 
use your remote!

This Guide will get you started.

Adjust the volume
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Charge the hearing aids and case
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Charge the keychain remote
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The hearing aids offer 11 levels of amplification. Press 
the + or – button on the left or right side of the remote 
to increase or decrease the volume of that hearing aid. 
The hearing aid beeps. It beeps three times at maximum 
volume.

To charge the hearing aids: Insert them in 
the charging case. Each hearing aid only fits 
on its side of the case —left on the left side 
and right on the right. 

The case’s charging display 
shows the level of charge of the 
left (L) and right (R) hearing aids 
while they’re charging.

To charge the charging case: Plug 
one end of the provided charging 
cable into the back of the charging 
case. Plug the other end into the 
charging adapter. Plug the charging 
adapter into a surge protector or 
power outlet.

The charging display 
shows the case’s 
percentage of charge. Plug one of the provided charging 

cables into the charging port on 
the side of the remote. Plug the 
other end into the power adapter 
and plug the adapter into a power 
source. The charging indicator 
illuminates.

Tips for new users
· GIVE IT TIME: Hearing new sounds might be unsettling at first. This 

is normal. Your ears and brain need some time to adjust. We strongly 
recommend giving the hearing aids at least 21 days of routine use before 
deciding if they’re for you or not. 

· PROPER FIT IS IMPORTANT: Push each dome into your ear canal so that 
it seals the entrance. If it doesn’t, the hearing aid might squeal or whistle. 
If necessary, pull back on the outside of your ear to widen the entrance to 
your ear canal while you insert the dome. 

· KEEP AT IT: Your hearing aids might be uncomfortable at first. This is 
normal. Start out wearing them a short period of time every day – 30 
minutes in a quiet environment. Gradually increase the amount of time you 
wear them and try them in a wider variety of environments. Eventually they’ll 
start feeling more natural to you.

READ YOUR USER MANUAL to learn about your hearing aids so that you 
can get the most from them. 

For more detailed instructions and information about your new hearing aids, 
VISIT RCAHEARINGAIDSUPPORT.COM


